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Who is she?

Years of immersion in alternative cultures and fashion have moulded me into an
expressive and unique individual who is able to take criticism head on.

With my wide variety of experiences, I hope to bring some fresh new takes on
studying at knox academy and use my positive outlook to try and tackle the obstacles
that students at knox may face.

I would love an opportunity to use the communication skills I’ve cultivated so far and
. learn even further how to communicate effectively, and also to help other students
who . may be struggling to share good ideas in the same way I have in the past.
. I aim to prove that this school can improve and uplift students who struggle to have
their . voices heard.

Skills I bring to this role:

The role of head pupil requires not only good leadership, but also good followership. I
. have been in multiple leadership and team roles, one example being the RAF air
. cadets, where I participated in many valuable lessons including first aid, fieldcraft and
. team building exercises. Here I not only learned how to take charge of a group, but
also . listen and understand what the group has to say.



I’m an approachable figure for all sorts of problems! Whether it be for mental health
support, honest advice from a senior student, or simply a familiar face in the corridor
to talk with, I aim to be a reliable source of assistance, as well as someone you
can trust.

I have a high level of understanding related to mental illness and its symptoms, as well
.                                   as many strong connections to diverse groups such as the LGBTQ+ community. I am
.                                   aware of the multiple needs and struggles of these groups and I will continue to strive
.                                   for equality and fair treatment throughout my time at Knox.

Policies:

Although we have the advantage of an in-school cafeteria, myself and many other pupils
who use this service have noticed that the corridor outside can get congested during
lunchtimes. This is why I have planned out an arrangement that I hope can benefit
everyone: Staggering the times that year groups are let into this corridor. This is a
win-win situation because students who don’t use the food court won’t have to wait in
the classroom like in previous staggered lunch schedules, and the crowd around this
entrance will still be smaller, faster, and easier to manage.

Speaking up about your own struggles with mental health can be difficult, especially
. when you have to admit there is a problem face-to-face. I intend on making the
. counselling referral process easier and more anonymous by having the relevant forms
. easily accessible. This way, students can simply write down what they need support
. with and fill out as much of the form as they need on their own, and hand it to a
. guidance teacher or other trustworthy adult who can help them through the rest of the
. process.

I believe that school is important to help you not only achieve an academic skill set, but also a social one.
This brings me to my last policy which includes running more  lunchtime/after school clubs and activities. This
would give students an opportunity to have fun and make new friends in Knox’s close knit community. These
clubs would be run and managed by 6th year volunteers who are familiar with the relevant subject, (for
instance a skilled artist may run an art club, or a student involved in sports may run a club for that sport),
which gives senior students experience with volunteering while also helping to create a positive space for
pupils of all ages and levels of experience.


